
Starlight 7

Speaking

“My Future Job”



Card №20. 

You are going to give a talk about your future job. 

You will have to start in 1.5 minutes and speak for not more than 2 minutes 

(7 - 12 sentences).

Remember to say:

- what jobs are popular in your country

- what job you want to do in the future and why

- why you think you will be good at this job



Student’s Book p. 7



Student’s Book p. 8



I. Introduction. 

II.Main Body

- say what jobs are popular in Russia and why (give 2 – 3 examples, use 

Starlight 7 SB p.7 ex.2, p.8 ex.8)

- say what job you want to do in the future and why

- say why you think you will be good at this job (say if you have any 

working experience, describe your character/personal qualities. Use 

Starlight 7 SB p.8 ex.2, p.19 “A cover letter”)

III. Conclusion.

In conclusion, I would like to say that …/ To sum up, I would like to 

say that …/ All in all, …



Job

Duties

Qualities 

needed

Clothes

Equipment

Feelings
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Student’s Book p.18 - 19 

Character adjectives:

- brave; do dangerous things at work

- organized; plan … well

- creative; develop original ideas

- caring; look after young children/ old and sick people

- patient; stay calm

- polite; be good at working with children, deal with people 

from different backgrounds

- hard-working

- enthusiastic
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Student’s Book p.12 



I. Introduction. 

II.Main Body

- say what jobs are popular in Russia and why (give 2 – 3 examples, use 

Starlight 7 SB p.7 ex.2, p.8 ex.8)

- say what job you want to do in the future and why

- say why you think you will be good at this job (say if you have any 

working experience, describe your character/personal qualities. Use 

Starlight 7 SB p.8 ex.2, p.19 “A cover letter”)

III. Conclusion.

In conclusion, I would like to say that …/ To sum up, I would like to 

say that …/ All in all, …


